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NEWS IN BRIEF
OPENWORKS ENGINEERING’S ROUND UP OF NEWS, UPDATES AND DEVELOPMENTS

A NOTE FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTOR,
CHRIS DOWN

LATEST NEWS

SKYTRACK AND SKYWALL AUTO

SKYWALL NET CAPTURE INTEGRATED WITH
EUROPEAN C2 SYSTEM

We are about to enter an incredibly
exciting time, as we move closer to
ofﬁcially launching the SkyTrack
product alongside our partners
Antmicro. The autonomous
targeting and tracking capability,
that was originally developed for
SkyWall Auto, had to be offered in a
form to enhance all new and existing
C-UAS systems.

SkyWall Patrol will be integrated as part of the ALADDIN project at a
demonstration in Greece later in 2020 using the SkyLink module. The
ALADDIN platform will be made up of three core systems: Detection,
Classiﬁcation & Localisation, Neutralisation and Command & Control (C2).
SkyWall Patrol will provide long-range net capture and will connect to the
Aladdin system using SkyLink module.
SkyLink wirelessly joins the mobile SkyWall Patrol launcher with the rest
of the technology in the system. Detection data can be sent directly to the
launcher and the operator can then be directed to ﬁnd the threat in the sky.
SkyLink returns information to the C2, such as the location of the SkyWall
launcher and it’s status.

As always, we remain focussed on our mission to
deliver capable anti-drone systems to our customers
and partners around the world. We appreciate that
many of the authorities we work with are facing new
challenges every day and we will be there to support
in any way we can.

UPCOMING PRODUCT RELEASE PREVIEW:

AI DRIVES NEW AUTONOMOUS TRACKING PRODUCT
Providing autonomous UAS acquisition-andtracking, SkyTrack can be used in all types of
detect/track/identify systems to enhance existing
capabilities. Using high deﬁnition day and night
optics, SkyTrack provides industry leading
optical tracking, with artiﬁcial intelligence search
capabilities built in. With the built in laser range
ﬁnder, the system can also be used to cue other
systems onto target.

SkyTrack makes use of the advanced targeting
capability that has been proven in the SkyWall
Auto net-capture system, as tested at Black Dart
and AWE. The system further demonstrates
the collaboration between OpenWorks and
world leading edge AI and embedded systems
developer Antmicro. Further developments will
provide capability against non-UAS targets, such
as vehicles and people.

This exciting new product will join the SkyWall
range later this year and the demonstrator
system is currently being tested ahead of
European evaluations already planned.
Photographs and videos will be released during
the formal product launch scheduled later this year.

Recent development of the software with
the high deﬁnition MWIR camera has shown
fantastic results, as tested on the SkyWall Auto
system which is currently undergoing trials to
extend it’s operational range.

NEW PARTS ARRIVE DURING LOCKDOWN:

IMPROVED CARBON FIBRE COVERS
A batch of SkyWall Patrol shells arrive and contain the last ever SkyWall100
branded pieces, signifying the end of an era.
Not only a new SkyWall Patrol logo, the latest carbon ﬁbre covers also have
improved coating that make them easier to clean and have a soft-touch feel.
DRONE ACQUISITION AND TRACKING

It’s great to see our team always trying to improve the system wherever possible.
READ MORE AT OPENWORKSENGINEERING.COM/NEWS

SkyTrack offers the proven target
acquisition and tracking capability
found in the SkyWall Auto system,
in an easy to integrate and compact
package. Featuring HD day light
and night time sensors coupled with
powerful embedded deep learning
artificial intelligence, SkyTrack
autonomously locks on to the target
drone and provides the operator with
a close up view for threat assessment,
with tracking accuracy capable of
keeping a laser on the target drone.
SkyTrack can be integrated into existing

coordinates of a tracked target, as well
as streaming live HD footage.
Manufactured and designed in Europe,
SkyTrack offers an exportable and
non-ITAR solution. A simple and easy to
integrate interface is openly available.
Simulators are provided to allow fast
and low-cost integration.
KEY FEATURES:

•
•

Optimised for Drone Targets
Autonomous Operation

